
OWGRA E-NEWSLETTER, 29 July 2018 

 
Dear OWGRA Members 
  
1. TRAVELLER INCURSION AT GILLETTE CORNER (old Shell garage site) 
There has been a traveller incursion on the old Shell garage site at Gillette Corner this weekend.  The 
police are involved.  It might take a few days to remove them.  It might be a coincidence but the 
Shell garage shop across the road was broken into last night.  In the meantime, they might be 
dropping cards through letter boxes and putting them under car windscreen wipers offering cheap 
rubbish clearance.  Do not respond to any such requests.  You are responsible if rubbish is collected 
illegally and fly-tipped.  Information about the Council's refuse collection and refuse facilities is 
available here: https://www.hounslow.gov.uk/info/20002/recycling_and_rubbish 
The police are advising to report anything suspicious to 101 or online, and to 999 if urgent.  
 
2. PLANNING COMMITTEE MEETING (ADINI, OSTERLEY HOTEL SHISHA LOUNGE), Thursday 2 
August 
A busy Planning Committee meeting for OWGRA this Thursday, 2 August, 7.30 pm at the Civic Centre 
(Committee Rooms 1 & 2).  See here for the agenda 
https://democraticservices.hounslow.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=595&MId=10423&Ver=4  
ADINI: The planning application for the Adini building (891 Great West Road) is items 6 & 7 on the 
agenda.  We have written extensively about this application in previous newsletters, see 
https://owgra.files.wordpress.com/2018/07/owgra-e-newsletter-1-july-2018-vs-2.pdf and 
https://owgra.files.wordpress.com/2018/06/owgra_enews_3june2018.pdf.  Our latest objection is 
attached.  We have applied to the Committee Secretary to present our objections at the meeting 
OSTERLEY HOTEL SHISHA LOUNGE: The decision on this planning application was deferred at the 14 
June meeting and it is item 4 on the agenda this time.  Again, we have written extensively about this 
in previous e-newsletters.  No new documents seem to have been submitted since the 14 June 
meeting, so we’re not quite sure what’s happening. 
9 ASHLEY DRIVE: item 5 on the agenda is a controversial planning application for a wall on a private 
open aspect estate.  
Please do come along to the meeting to support OWGRA objecting to the Adini planning application. 
  
3. SHELL GARAGE PROPOSALS 
The panels showing the proposed 5-storey storage and office facility which were used at the 
exhibition are attached.  This is an improvement on the previous 14-storey and then 11-storey 
proposed development and there is no housing this time.  We have suggested to the developer that 
they present their proposal at a proper Planning Development Presentation to the Council, followed 
by a public meeting for residents.  Whilst the appearance of the proposed development could be 
improved, in terms of scale and height our feeling is this is probably as good as we could hope for 
given some of the other developments being pushed in the borough (eg the Chiswick Curve, 1,000 
houses on the site of the Hounslow Cavalry Barracks, etc). Anyway, let us know what you think. so 
that we can start preparing the OWGRA response when the planning application is submitted. 
  
4. NISHKAM SCHOOL STREETS SCHEME 
About 50 residents attended the meeting organised by the Council on Tuesday 17 July, when Mark 
Frost (Head of Traffic & Transport, LB Hounslow) presented the traffic and parking management 
proposals for the streets surrounding the new Nishkam School.  Councillor Louki chaired the meeting, 
and Mr Cragg (Principal, Nishkam School) updated us on what steps the school is taking to discourage 
parents from taking their children to school by car and to prevent them from inconsiderate parking 
while dropping off.  Mark Frost clearly articulated the proposals and the reasoning behind them and 
there was a lengthy Q&A session. In particular he explained the changes that have been made since 
the last version presented in May in response to feedback from residents. The proposals will now go to 
the Councillors and if approved will be implemented probably in October, so unfortunately not in time 
for the opening of the school in September.  It looks like the Red Route extension will be implemented 
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along Wood Lane (north), Syon Lane, Jersey Road (from Ridgeway Road North to Syon Lane - an 
extension based on residents’ feedback), and Restricted Access will be implemented on Gower Road 
and Oaklands Ave (with no charges for residents, again based on residents’ feedback, together with 
other changes to make it easier for residents). 
It is important to remember that this is a trial and will be monitored over the next year to see how it 
works and whether adjustments are needed. 
It looks like nothing will happen along Braybourne Drive and the Wyke Estate as a petition has been 
presented from some of the residents requesting the Council to install physical barriers closing off 
the roads instead of the ANPR (automatic number plate recognition) system.  The attached slides 
from Mark Frost used at the 17 July meeting explain clearly the Council's views on the feasibility, 
implications and costs of installing such physical barriers, and consequently whether the Council 
would countenance installing them.  Given the opposition of these residents (as shown in the 
petition) to the installation of ANPR, and the Council's views on physical barrier installation, there is 
no agreed proposal for the Wyke Estate and Braybourne Drive to be included in the trial at this time. 
  
5. HOUNSLOW JOINT HEALTH AND WELLBEING STRATEGY 2018-2022 CONSULTATION 
A new draft Hounslow Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2018-2022 has been prepared. You are 
invited to review and comment on the new strategy, see 
https://haveyoursay.hounslow.gov.uk/public-health/joint-health-and-wellbeing-strategy  
The consultation ends on Monday 20 August 2018.   
  
6. £580K AVAILABLE FOR COMMUNITY PROJECTS IN HOUNSLOW 
The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) is the primary mechanism for collecting contributions from 
development across the Borough.  15% of CIL funds are used to fund local community projects such 
as improvements to parks and open spaces, supporting community events or expansion of 
children's, youth, or senior outreach programmes. Local community members, neighbourhood 
groups and businesses can nominate their projects, or suggest projects that they would like to see 
delivered in their neighbourhood.  
There is £583,141.03 available to spend across the borough on community projects. If you would like 
to nominate projects for CIL funding, please visit the Council’s website from the link for more 
information about how to submit an application 
https://www.hounslow.gov.uk/info/20010/planning_and_building/1094/community_infrastructure
_levy/5 
See also 
https://www.hounslow.gov.uk/news/article/567/580k_funding_window_now_open_for_communit
y_projects  
The consultation closes on 23 September and only projects submitted on the official application 
form within the consultation period will be considered. 
If you have any ideas of any projects that we could apply for in our area then please let us know. 
  
7. NEW COMMUNITY INFORMATION GUIDE 
See https://cig.hounslow.gov.uk for the Council’s new online directory of all of the voluntary and 
community groups in the borough of Hounslow.  In addition, you will find information about 
community buildings that are available to hire. 
  
8. SEAL SEEN IN ISLEWORTH! 
There was a lovely photo (attached) on The Isleworth Appreciation Society 
Facebook page a week or so ago of a seal basking in the sun on the paving near 
the London Apprentice.  What other wild life might we spot this hot summer? 
 
Kind regards 
  
Barbara Stryjak 
Secretary, OWGRA (Osterley & Wyke Green Residents' Association) 
www.owgra.org.uk  Twitter: @OWGRA 
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OWGRA, 130 Wood Lane, Osterley, Isleworth, TW7 5EQ 
Telephone: 07562 385269 Email: info@owgra.org.uk 

 
ADINI UPDATED PLANNING APPLICATIONS  
P/2017/5069 (block of flats) and P/2017/5079 (mixed use office building) 
 
OWGRA OBJECTION, 3 June 2018 
 
Our original response to these applications was submitted on 25th January 2018 (with a subsequent 
addendum submitted on 29th January 2018). This document is our second addendum and should be read in 
conjunction with these 2 (previously submitted) documents. 
In our previous responses we raised 13 concerns with the application. Our position on each of these 13 
concerns, based on the latest revised planning application, is as follows: 
 

1. There was no engagement with residents at the pre-application stage. “Consultation” only took 
place after all the designs had been completed and the application had been submitted. 
No change. Our previously stated concerns remain. 

 

2. The drawings initially submitted inappropriately included the refused Gillette South development. 
This concern has been addressed to our satisfaction. 

 

3. Either the existing Art Deco building should be restored or the Art Deco front should be incorpo-
rated into the new building, or a new building sensitively reflect the character and history of the 
area. 
While OWGRA welcomes the recent decision for the retention of the locally listed Adini building 

façade, the proposed addition of a large block-style building astride the Art Deco frontage and side 

does not sit comfortably. (See below taken from the applicant’s submitted documents) 
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The problem is illustrated by the contrast between the image above and that given below. In the 

image below the lines of the new building seem to fit in with the existing frontage and this softens 

the effect of the greater height. However, seen from the angle shown in the image above the exist-

ing frontage the contrast of style and massing of the proposed building with the existing frontage is 

anything but harmonious. The existing frontage is dominated by the addition rather than the addi-

tion looking like a harmonious extension of it. The view even invites the speculation that the 

smaller building is really quite out of place and could well be replaced at some future date since it 

becomes a relatively minor aspect of the frontage taken as whole. 

 

The proposed building is therefore too tall, bulky and angular and makes no effort to respect the 

design of the Adini building by Wallis, Gilbert and Partners which provides a rhythm of straight lines 

and in a form and scale into the adjacent residential setting.  The proposal looks at odds with its 

surroundings particularly with its bulky first floor windows (see below taken from the applicant’s 

submitted documents) 

 

 
 

4. The buildings are too tall to fit in with the neighbouring residential area which is of special charac-
ter. Our photographs show how strong that character is. 
 
The second building to the rear of the Adini building which is proposed to front Northumberland 

Avenue does not complement the 2-storey residential buildings to its south and west. 

 

The design of the houses in this area all follow a consistent design, as below (taken from our origi-

nal submission). 



 
However, the proposed design of this second building is completely different (as shown below, 

taken from the applicant’s submitted documents). 

 

 
 

While the retention of the historic brick wall fronting Northumberland Avenue maintains interest, 

the building itself is overbearing and should be reduced in height.  The building materials proposed 

are too dark for the site giving a forbidding appearance.  

 

Even if the brick wall were to remain, the design of the flats at the rear of the site should follow the 

design of the existing residential area. Therefore, our previously stated concerns remain. 

 
5. There is no clear effort in the designs to recognise the character of the area which is designated as 

one of special interest. 
The proposal does not respect the style either of the listed Gillette building, a local landmark, 



diagonally opposite nor does it add any interest as, say, the Homebase angular structure to the east 
along the Great West Road. Therefore, our previously stated concerns remain. 
 

6. The proposed buildings would result in a loss of sightlines to the Gillette Tower and the Homebase 
suspension tower. 
No change. Our previously stated concerns remain. 

 
7. Despite the planned increase in the Adini workforce, parking would be reduced and none would be 

provided for the inhabitants of the proposed flats. 
No change. Our previously stated concerns remain. 

 

8. The designs of the proposed buildings are not only incompatible with the surrounding area but also 
with each other. 
The proposed two new buildings on the site continue to be of completely different designs (see be-

low taken from the applicant’s submitted documents). As proposed the site would have three 

buildings on it each of which have a completely different design, with no obvious synergy between 

them. 

 

 
 

Therefore, our previously stated concerns remain. 
 

9. Insufficient evidence has been provided to show the true impact of the buildings on local character. 
No change. Our previously stated concerns remain. 

 

10. Is the old brick wall worth saving? This could be an opportunity for tree planting. 
No change. Our previously stated concerns remain. 

 

11. No information on the affordable housing component. 
No change. Our previously stated concerns remain. 

 

12. The density of the proposed flats is greatly in excess of density guidelines. 
No change. Our previously stated concerns remain. 

 

13. We believe that the application should be refused on grounds of massing, design, density and im-
pact on local character. 
No change. Our previously stated concerns remain. 

 
OWGRA urges LB Hounslow to reject this proposal as it does not enhance this heritage asset or its setting 
while acknowledging that housing could be a suitable use for the Art Deco factory/warehouse. 



Gillette Corner South

 SYON LANE STATION

Welcome
Thank you very much for attending 
this public presentation of the revised 
draft plans for the regeneration of the 
Gillette Corner South site. 

The site is owned by Access Self Storage, one 
of the country’s largest and fastest growing 
self-storage companies with twenty years’ 
experience and over 50 locations.

A vacant, brownfield site at present, a good 
opportunity exists to create a building to mark 
the ‘Golden Mile’, offering a mix of uses which 
includes a self-storage facility and workspace.

Access has held similar consultation events 
about this site over the past couple of years. 
Previously there was a proposal which 
included 102 apartments in a building of  
up to 11 storeys.

In the light of consultation and discussions 
with the London borough of Hounslow, 
Access has produced a revised proposal 
which does not include any residential 
accommodation and reduces the scale of  
the buildings to between 3 and 5 storeys.

The purpose of today is to gather community 
feedback on this new emerging proposal prior 
to the finalisation of a planning application. 

Members of the team would be pleased to 
answer any questions. 

Aerial view

View along the A4

View from the junction

View of Adini building along the A4Site Photograph

View from Syon Lane

View along Northumberland Avenue

View of site
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Gillette Corner South

Context
The existing site has been vacant for  
a number of years with the exception 
of some brick boundary walls and  
has been hoarded in anticipation of 
future development. 

In 2008, planning permission was obtained 
at the site or a 3-5 storey self-storage facility 
achieving 9,610 sq. m floor space. The 
proposal was for storage uses exclusively  
and included two levels of basement.

The site is at the western end of the ‘Golden 
Mile’ – a stretch of industrial buildings 
constructed in the 1930’s between Syon Lane 
and Hammersmith. 

Located on the prominent south west corner 
of the junction between the A4 Great West 
Road and Syon Lane, the site is approximately 
200 metres north west of Syon Lane train 
station. To the north of site is the Gillette 
Building and the SKY campus. A number of 
retail outlets can also be found including a 
Tesco Supermarket. 

On the corner of a key junction next to two 
key landmarks, the site will be very visible 
from the Great West Road, presenting two 
highly appreciable frontages as well as a 
prominent corner. This creates an opportunity 
to design a scheme which addresses, 
improves and activates these edges and  
acts as a landmark. 

Corner of site on Great West Road and Syon Lane junction

Previous proposal at site – view along the Great West Road

Site boundary wall on Northumberland Avenue

Key views

Vehicle access

Entrance parking

Potential for height

Visibility of frontage

Site boundary

Opportunities
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Gillette Corner South

Our Proposal
The key elements of the emerging 
proposals are:

Self-storage facility
•  Reception area and offices;
•  Loading bay and parking; and
•  Storage space of approximately 10,842 sq. m. 

arranged over 5 floors.

Flexible/affordable workspace
• Approximately 890 sq. m. providing space  
 for about 75 people arranged over 3 floors.

South elevation 01

Upper ground floor plan First floor plan

North elevations

South elevation 02



Gillette Corner South

Appearance and Architecture

View from Great West Road heading west from London

View from Syon Lane

View from Great West Road heading east into London

Along the Golden Mile and Great  
West Road are a number of impressive 
Art Deco buildings including the 
Gillette Factory opposite. The rhythm 
and proportion of bays and windows 
in the proposals is a response to  
these buildings. 

High quality cladding materials of a standard 
beyond the normal for self-storage facilities 
are proposed and the windows are envisaged 
to be dark grey powder coated aluminium. 
The cladding to the bays is proposed as  
a light grey or a silver rainscreen cladding.  
The recessed elements are in a fine ribbed 
dark grey metal cladding. The top floor is 
again a metal cladding but with the access 
corporate colour and signage. 

From the Great West Road heading West out 
of London, the building is organised around  
a slightly taller element which forms a knuckle 
that turns the corner with lower side wings to 
echo the Art Deco buildings along the Golden 
Mile. The east facing facade accommodates 
3 floors of office space with the top level of 
glazing providing a double height space to 
the front portion. The building scale steps 
down to 3 storeys closest to the neighbouring 
residential properties. 

From the opposite direction on the Great 
West Road heading east, the building scale 
steps down to 3 storeys adjacent to the 
neighbouring Adini building. The elevations are 
articulated through a strong rhythm of bays 
which reflect in proportion and scale the forms 
of the Art Deco buildings further to the west. 

Looking from Syon Lane with the neighbouring 
1930’s residential properties in the foreground, 
the building steps down from the corner to  
5 then 4 and finally 3 storeys. The office space 
is arranged over 3 storeys to animate the east 
elevation. The south flank wall at the top of 
Northumberland Avenue is animated through 
a secondary entrance to the office building and 
shop window to the self-storage reception. 



Gillette Corner South

Storage Facility and Flexible Office Uses

Access Commercial Case Studies

Access Self Storage has developed 
an expertise over many years in 
managing secure storage facilities.

The proposed storage facility consists of a 
central reception, loading bays and associated 
offices. It will serve both commercial and 
domestic users.

In addition, a key part of the proposal is to 
provide flexible and affordable office space 
which will activate the Great West Road and 
Syon Lane frontages. Access has run similar 
offices at a number of their sites across 
London and these have been very popular 
with new and growing small businesses.

Bee Good was founded in 2008 to create  
a brand of beeswax-based skincare range.

They located their business at the Access Self Storage 
facility in Basingstoke. The flexibility in storage space 
and the potential to expand or reduce the amount 
of space that they needed to run their business has 
helped them keep costs under control. The facilities 
that they were able to enjoy on site allowed them to 
accommodate the shipping companies used by their 
supermarket clients.

They are now an award-winning national brand which 
is stocked in over 100 Waitrose and Fenwick stores.

Sous Chef was founded in 2012 to 
provide specialist ingredients to home 
chefs and adventurous foodies through 
their website.

They have used the flexible storage pace and 
office space at the Access facility in Hornsey to 
grow the business.

The company now has over 50,000 customers 
including Michelin starred restaurants in Europe 
and the website the company operates is widely 
recognised by food writers as the ‘go-to’ shop for 
all cooking needs.

“ Quite simply, Bee 
Good would never 
have got this far, 
this quick without 
Access storage 
and the guys at 
the Basingstoke 
premises.”

Simon Cavill,  
Co-founder of Bee Good

“ As we have got larger, 
the team at Access Self 
Storage Hornsey has 
delivered all the resources 
we needed to grow. All 
without the headache 
of long-term contracts 
and unforeseen expenses 
that go with traditional 
commercial premises.”

Nick Carter,
Co-founder of Sous Chef
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Gillette Corner South

Transport location plan

Tesco

Homebase

Gillette Factory

Petrol 
Station

Syon Lane

Direction 
to Osterley 

Tube 
Station

Direction 
to Boston 
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Station

Site Access and Transportation
The site is highly accessible by 
public transport within easy walking 
distance of Syon Lane railway 
station. Equally, there are a number 
of nearby bus stops and the London 
Underground Stations of Osterley 
and Boston Manor are just over a mile 
away. Great West Road also benefits 
from a dedicated cycle route.

The proposal envisages a single site access 
and egress via Northumberland Avenue with 
no direct access onto the Great West Road. 
This will minimise the loss of any on-street car 
parking. A controlled barrier will ensure that 
there is no unauthorised access.

Internally within the site, the service yard 
provides access for the occasional articulated 
lorry to service the store at the loading bay 
indicated on the tracking shown on the plan 
below. Generally self-storage customers will 
arrive by car or van. Seventeen car parking 
spaces are provided for the office users. 

Lower ground floor



Gillette Corner South

Summary and Next Steps
Thank you very much for attending 
this exhibition.

We welcome your feedback. Please fill in  
a feedback form and leave it with us.

The proposals for Gillette Corner South have 
been revised to deliver the following benefits:

•  Regeneration of a prominent vacant 
brownfield site;

•  Activation of the frontage along Great West 
Road/Syon Lane; 

•  Creation of a sensitive building in keeping 
with its surrounding environment;

•  Professionally managed self-storage units 
meeting local need;

•  High quality design and materials;
•  Flexible offices targeted at small businesses 

creating and providing local jobs;
•  Reduced scale and height in comparison 

with previous proposals;

•  No requirement to excavate basement;
•  Uses and scale previously given  

planning permission;
•  Buildings stepped down in height closest  

to neighbouring properties and located  
to maximise separation distances from 
nearby properties;

•  Single point of access with limited  
vehicular movements;

•  Self-storage facility contained within the 
internal fabric of the building;

•  Buffer to noise created by heavy traffic; and
•  Entire site managed by owner.
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Nishkam School Streets Scheme

Mark Frost 

Head of Traffic & Transport

Public Meeting Osterley Park Hotel

17 July 2018

(amended with additional detail 19/07) 



Nishkam School Streets Scheme

• Scheme consulted on in April 2018

• The proposal seeks to reduce as far as 

practicable the negative impact in terms 

of traffic and parking arising from the 

operation of new schools in the area



Key elements of Scheme 1 – ‘Red 

Route’ Controls

• In 2016 ‘red route’ controls were permitted 

for use by all local authorities (previously 

only used TfL or by permission of DfT).

• Apart from school keep clears (SKCs) Red 

Route controls are the only permissible 

restriction that prevents pick up or set 

down passengers

• No other borough has yet progressed red 

route controls on their roads



Key elements of Scheme 1 – ‘Red 

Route’ Controls

• Loading (or any stopping) is not permitted 

on red route controls (or SKCs)

• Red route controls, like SKCs, are also 

enforceable by CCTV.  CCTV enforcement 

is normally easier to implement than via 

CEO and so compliance is much higher.

• Penalty for parking on a red route currently 

£130 (reduced to £65 if paid promptly).  

• No dispensations are permissible



Key elements of Scheme 1 – ‘Red 

Route’ Controls

• Red route controls are proposed on all of 

the main roads in the area, namely:

–Wood lane/ Syon Lane/ Jersey Road 

between Syon Lane and Wood Lane

• Most restrictions are ‘at any time’ (‘double 

reds’) some are only timed to prevent 

drop off at school arrival and dispersal 

times (‘single reds’).  These are defined 

as 7:45-9:00am and 2:45-4:15pm



Key elements of Scheme 1 – ‘Red 

Route’ Controls

• Most existing yellow lines on Syon Lane 

(Mon-Sat 8:00-6:30) are upgraded to red 

route controls

• Resident parking bays on Syon Lane are 

unchanged.

• Suggestion that the single red line 

proposals need to be strengthened to deal 

with issues in Wood Lane nr Baby Swim 

centre?



Key elements of Scheme 2 – ‘resident 

only access’ controls

• Existing ‘Wyke’ CPZ stops people from 

parking in resident only bays.

• It does not prevent loading, nor pick up 

and set down. It does not restrict access 

into the road.  It is therefore likely that 

these roads would be used by some 

parents/carers for drop off and pick up

• There are no controls at all currently in 

Braybourne



Key elements of Scheme 2 – ‘resident 

only access’ controls

• The only way to restrict 

access is to place a ‘no 

entry’ restriction at the 

junction with Syon or Wood 

Lane, and then provide a 

dispensation for residents

• This is an unusual 

arrangement, but has been 

done elsewhere in London



Key elements of Scheme 2 – ‘resident 

only access’ controls

• Residents who live in the road will have to 

complete a short form to apply for 

dispensation (this is separate to the CPZ 

application).

• They will only have to do this once.

• There will be no cost for this access 

permit during the trial.



Key elements of Scheme 2 – ‘resident 

only access’ controls

• People leaving their house during the 

hours of control would not get a fine, it is 

only applied to people entering

• We are developing a scheme to allow 

holders of a dispensation to register 

friends, family carers etc for free in 

advance.  We hope this will cover the 

majority of possible visitors.



Key elements of Scheme 2 – ‘resident 

only access’ controls

• Abuse of this system (e.g. by registering 

a parent/carer of a child attending a local 

school to allow drop off to occur) would 

mean a revocation of the visitor 

dispensation



Key elements of Scheme 2 – ‘resident 

only access’ controls

• Ad hoc visitors would ideally need to be 

registered in advance to prevent a fine 

being processed

• We can accept registrations up to end of 

the day of arrival, however the later the 

registration comes to the council the more 

likely a PCN will be issued in error.



Key elements of Scheme 2 – ‘resident 

only access’ controls

• Trades may be issued a fine if not 

registered but could challenge by 

providing evidence of a legitimate visit

• This could involve a delivery docket or 

invoice etc

• We would look at ensure obvious 

commercial vehicles were automatically 

exempted and would monitor this



Key elements of Scheme 2 – ‘resident 

only access’ controls

• The scheme would be 

enforced by CCTV 

camera mounted locally

• The fine for entering the 

zone is the same as the 

red route control - £130, 

£65 if paid promptly.



Results from Consultation – Support %

Level of 

support
Red Routes

Resident 

Only 

Access 

Restrictions

Agree 63% 52%

Disagree 28% 44%

Don’t know 9% 4%



Results from Consultation – Petitions

• A petition was initially submitted by 

Oaklands Avenue residents opposing the 

scheme, and calling for revisions to the 

CPZ instead

• Following further dialogue, most petitioners 

changed their views, and a paper supported 

by 21 households was submitted that 

expressed general support for the scheme 

while opposing the proposed fee 



Results from Consultation – Petitions

• Further discussions continued in June with 

Oaklands residents

• A paper was submitted from a resident lead 

on 25 June confirming that 76% residents 

supported the proposal for resident only 

access restrictions



Results from Consultation – Petitions

• A petition was handed in requesting that 

time limited red route controls (7:45-

9:00am and 2:45-4:15pm) be extended 

along Jersey Road to its junction with 

Ridgeway Road North.

• This was signed by 23 individuals.

• Officers are happy to consider this request 

and add it to the experimental scheme



Results from Consultation – Petitions

• A petition of 139 residents was submitted 

from residents of Braybourne and Stags 

Way against ANPR cameras on the basis 

that they would have an onerous impact on 

residents day to day lives and there was a 

high potential of PCNs being issued in 

error.

• Privacy concerns are also raised. 



Results from Consultation – Petitions

• The size of the petition means that there is 

no majority in favour of the ANPR based 

proposal in these roads

• The petitioners requested that an 

arrangement using a bollard system is 

provided instead



Privacy issues

• We understand privacy concerns about 

camera surveillance and would like to 

assure residents that such cameras are 

unattended (i.e. automatic) and are not 

being regularly reviewed by a human 

operator. 

• The data is not recorded unless an 

enforcement event is triggered when it is 

stored in case of a challenge.



Privacy issues

• Data provided to the council to manage 

resident dispensations will be kept in a 

secure way in line with our privacy notice:  

https://www.hounslow.gov.uk/info/20110/op

en_data_and_information_requests/1368/pr

ivacy_notice/9xxx

https://www.hounslow.gov.uk/info/20110/open_data_and_information_requests/1368/privacy_notice/9xxx


Physical barriers vs ANPR

• The council has no access restrictions on 

the public highway that are enforced by 

rising bollard/barrier.  We are aware of 

some schemes on the public highway, e.g. 

in pedestrianised town centres that facilitate 

limited access to loading etc out of hours.

• In addition some private estates also have 

such systems – notably Great West Quarter 

in Brentford locally.



Physical barriers vs ANPR

The Council cannot currently support 

automated barriers on the basis of the 

following issues:

• Public access to the roads must be 

maintained so the barriers could only be 

down during the school arrival and 

dispersal times.  This may raisespecialist

maintenance issues as this is an unusual 

requirement for such a system



Physical barriers vs ANPR

• The barrier would have to automatically 

descend and raise at beginning and end 

of these times.

• There are safety concerns around 

automatic descent to navigating traffic, 

plus this specialist requirement would 

introduce additional cost to the system.



Physical barriers vs ANPR

• If desire is for the barrier to be down 

longer then the school arrival and 

dispersal times, making the road private 

(stopping up) would be required.

• This would mean owner or residents 

would have to manage and maintain the 

road at their own cost

• Needs to be approved by magistrates – if 

one person objects unlikely to proceed.



Physical barriers vs ANPR

• Cost of the scheme for three roads is 

likely to be unaffordable

• We believe this would be between 

c£50k=£100k per road

• This cost is calculated as both the initial 

cost (£15-20k/barrier) + the commuted 

maintenance sum



Physical barriers vs ANPR

• The commuted maintenance sum is a 

requirement under the PFI arrangement 

the council has with Hounslow Highways 

if the apparatus is to be accrued into the 

contract and maintained on an ongoing 

basis.

• This cost is generally based on the 

estimated design life of the equipment x 

the PFI contract duration (20 years). 



Physical barriers vs ANPR

• Given the intensity of use of the public 

highway and the high likelihood of such 

equipment malfunctioning/sustaining 

damage it would be expected that the 

system would need to be replaced every 4-

5 years. £20k cost x 5 would be 

c£100k/barrier.  A service level agreement 

with the supplier for specialist maintenance 

may be additional cost + whatever the 

access arrangement is (see next slide)



Physical barriers vs ANPR

• There is no obvious affordable management 

solution for the scheme that would easily 

allow residents, trades, deliveries and 

legitimate visitors in and out. 

• A discussion on a range of possible options 

follows.



Physical barriers vs ANPR

• Access Codes? 

Probably the cheapest arrangement

Experience suggests that such codes 

rarely stay private and will quickly 

disseminate amongst the community.

Communicating changes to codes can 

be hit and miss and time consuming. 



Physical barriers vs ANPR

• Codes? 

Care would need to be taken as these 

barriers would be restricting vehicular 

access to people’s homes. 

People entering would need to get out of 

the car to enter the code, delaying their 

journey



Physical barriers vs ANPR

• Codes? 

The cost of administering such a system 

would presumably be borne by the 

council which represents an ongoing 

revenue risk. A charge would therefore 

likely be required.



Physical barriers vs ANPR

• Fobs? 

Fobs are more secure then codes but more 

expensive to procure and administer on an 

ongoing basis (allowing for new residents 

etc). They do not facilitate visitors etc. The 

cost of administering such a system would 

presumably be borne by the council which 

represents an ongoing revenue risk. A 

charge would therefore likely be required



Physical barriers vs ANPR

• ANPR camera?

An ANPR camera could automatically permit 

eligible vehicle entrance however this 

presumably would have the same issues as 

the ANPR enforced entry restriction in terms 

of privacy and administration requirements.  



Physical barriers vs ANPR

• Intercom?

Telephone line to individual residents 

homes/mobiles (like an intercom) would 

seem unworkable. The council has no 

existing resource to staff an intercom on a 

permanent basis



Physical barriers vs ANPR

• Intercom?

A remote intercom operator could not 

validate whether someone was a 

legitimate visitor or not which would 

negate the worth of such an 

arrangement in achieving the objectives 

of the scheme.



Physical barriers vs ANPR

• Other concerns

What happens when the system is damaged?  

Access to peoples homes may be prevented 

for hours or even days.

Ready access for postal, unexpected 

deliveries, emergency services etc all 

become complex in a barriered 

environment and how this would be 

managed without an excessive ongoing 

revenue cost is unclear.



Physical barriers vs ANPR

Manual barriers would also have issues

• A road closed sign may have an initial 

impact, but:

– the council does not have resources to 

deploy daily (though could be delegated to 

residents) + note precedent issue

–Effectiveness reduces over time unless 

the closure is manned and/or enforced



Physical barriers vs ANPR

• Power to direct traffic (to authorise 

residents to enter but not parents for 

example) is only held by police or 

appropriately accredited officers under the 

‘CSAS’ scheme

• This introduces additional cost as pool of 

people authorised to do this is relatively 

small.



Physical barriers vs ANPR

• In contrast 3x ANPR cameras have an 

initial outlay of c£50k but will likely recoup a 

proportion of that cost in PCNs

• Cameras can be redeployed outside of 

school terms times

• They therefore form a cost effective, 

affordable and proportionate solution.



Next steps

• Officers are currently minded to:

–Progress red route controls, including 

the requested extension on Jersey 

Road

–Progress resident only access 

restrictions on Oaklands and monitor

–Continue discussions with Stags and 

Braybourne post commencement of 

operations at Nishkam



Next steps

• Note – should the desire to be to continue 

to implement barriers this would need to 

be considered by Cabinet given the cost 

implications and the financial implications 

of the precedent

• The earliest this would be considered 

would be Jan/Feb 2019.



Next steps

• Recommendation to be presented to 

councillors at end of the month

• Councillors can consider 

recommendations and propose 

amendments in discussion with officers

• If officers and councillors cannot agree the 

item will be referred to the area forum on 

27 September for decision.



Next steps

• If the decision is to proceed then an 

Experimental Traffic Order will be drafted 

and published to authorise the scheme

• Assuming this is not subject to legal 

challenge this could be ‘made’ within 1 

week of publishing

• Works orders raised with contractor. Works 

could be complete in Autumn/Winter.

• Scheme reviewed in summer 2019



Any questions

Mark Frost

Head of Traffic & Transport

Mark.Frost@hounslow.gov.uk


